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UNIT 7.  FIGHTING AND ASSESSMENT  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
SOURCES (for powerpoint format: http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/behavior/wfsc622/powerpoints.zip) 

required: Chapter 7 in Krebs & Davies (1993:147-174);  
remedial:  "Attack and Defense" "Hierarchy"  in Halliday 1994; "Fighting" in the Trials of Life video series 

supplement:  Chapter 9  in Blumstein, D.T. and Fernandez-Juricic, E. "A Primer of Conservation Behavior" 

 

PARTS OF THIS LECTURE OUTLINE 
1. Badge of Status 
2. Game Theory Models 
3. Examples of Animal Contests 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. BADGE OF STATUS: JOINT FUNCTION IN COEVOLUTION OF DISPLAY AND FIGHTING TACTICS  

1.1. Display tactics: malachite sunbirds (Evans & Hatchwell 1992 cited in Krebs and Davies 1993:173)  
1. Males with more conspicuous display=> intimidate rivals without getting injured themselves 
2. Males that escalate against rivals get better territories (more nectar flowers) 
3. H1: function of head tuft display is intimidation  

a. field experiment: glued-on vs. cut-off feathers  
i. glued-on tuft=> gained more flowers in territory  
ii. cut-off tuft=> was attacked more and lost territory  

 

1.2. Display + Fighting tactics: Harris sparrows (Krebs and Davies 1993:171 Fig 7.11)  
1. Conditional tactics controlled by testosterone: fight (black head badge) vs.retreat (light head; no badge)  
2. H1: function of black badge is reduced time fighting (rivals genetically de-escalate in response to black head) 

a. field experiment to test mechanism (Rohwer & Rohwer 1978 cited in Krebs and Davies 1993:171)  
i. painted a black head badge on retreaters=> no change in tactics (badge alone was insufficient) 
ii. fighters' badge removed=> no change in tactics; got attacked more (light head not intimidating)  
iii. retreaters on steroids=> switched tactics to fightig; still got attacked (light head not intimidating)   
iv. retreaters on steroids + badge=>switched to fighting; not attacked (dark head badge intimidating)   

 

1.3. Take-home message:  badge of status illustrates joint function in co-evolution of display and fighting 
1. Hypotheses re. function of display:  H1. reduced injury ;  H2. Reduced time fighting 
2. Hypotheses re. function of fighting:  H1. Defend territory with predictable food, H2. Access to transient food 
3. Coevolution of "display genotype" + "fighter genotype"; selection for two traits in the same individual  (different 

sites on the DNA strand; may be the same chromosome or a different chromosome) 
TIP1:  Note this logic is similar to the previous logic of the "arms race" (fighting genotypes are analogous to "predator"; 
display genotypes are analogous to "prey").  This model is different because it refers to hypotheses about two types of 
traits simultaneously existing within each individual, (display & fight; NOT two species).  Notice the word "tactic" does not 
imply anything about the genotype, it is simply an observation of individual differences (phenotypes). Other authors refer to 
these individual differences as personality (i.e. bold vs. shy). These intuitive observations "set the stage" for understanding 
the functional perspective of Game Theory Models (Part 2) and the examples of diverse species (Part 3). 

 

Part 1 Study Questions for Chat & Quiz 7  "Fighting and Assessment” 
1.1 Describe how the function of a display was tested in a species of your choice? (TIP: e.g. sunbird) 

1.2 Describe how the functional relation between a display and fighting was tested in a species of your choice (TIP:  
e.g.   Harris sparrows) 

1.3 Why have conspicuous displays and fighting tactics coevolved in many species? (TIP: address the joint function 
of displays and fighting) 

 

http://wfsc.tamu.edu/jpackard/behavior/wfsc622/powerpoints.zip
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2. GAME THEORY MODELS: EVOLUTION OF STABLE STRATEGY (ESS) 
TIP2:  If you have a math phobia, you can safely skip the numbers in this part, focusing more on how this approach to 
science has been picked up in many ways within our society (i.e. economics, military strategy).  These Game Theory models 
were first used to predict winning tactics for gamblers playing card games at Monte Carlo.  You may have seen a video "A 
Beautiful Mind" about a "troubled genius" mathematician, who is famous for "Nash Equilibrium Theory".  You can learn 
more about the impacts of game theory on our society, by searching for "Prisoner's dilemma" on Wikipedia. 

 
2.1. Model 1: 2 alternative strategies (genotypes: H, D) (Maynard Smith 1982 cited in Krebs & Davies 1993:150) 

1. H: fighter genotype: "Hawk Strategy" in model  
a. always fight to injure and kill opponents  
b. this is a highly heritable genotype; sons of the H genotype always escalate and never back down 

2. D: displayer genotype: "Dove Strategy" in model  
a. always display and never engage in serious fights 
b. also highly heritable; sons of the D genotype always back down and never fight 

TIP3: When you see "Hawk", think in terms of what we introduced in Part 1 as "fighting tactics", i.e. escalating conflict.  

"Dove" is analogous to "display tactics" in Part 1. Last week (Units 3-5) we talked about optimality models that are suitable 

for testing hypotheses about the interactions between a gene pool and the physical environment (HABITAT).  This week 

(Units 6-8 SOCIAL) we learn about how functional hypotheses have been tested using Game Theory models; these models 

are more satisfying for testing hypotheses about the interactions between a gene pool and the social environment 

(SOCIAL).  They give us a way of formalizing some of the intuitive observations about individual differences that we covered 

in Part 1 of this lecture.  

TIP4: By the way, if it is not immediately obvious to you, a "model" means the same thing as a "hypothesis" (Unit 2 in 

Week1).  Before computers, behavioral ecologists did not have the technical tools to make predictions based on multiple 

genotypes.  The simplistic optimality models were technically satisfying because you could draw the graphs "on the back of 

a napkin". Although you need computer technology for these game theory models, they are one step closer to reality so 

intuitively more satisfying in terms of the match to the real world.  

TIP5: This "Hawk/Dove Game" is the simplest Game Theory model, used pedagogically to introduce the idea of how the 

proportion of genotypes may shift back and forth in a gene pool, depending on the % of other genotypes in the gene pool.  

Intuitively, if a gene pool contained only the D genotype, then the model predicts no change in proportions over 

generations (D is 100% in the gene pool).  If the gene pool contains only the H genotype (H = 100%), the model predicts 

extinction of the population (H = 0%), because all the individuals fight and kill each other off until only one is left (and that 

does not result in much reproduction)! 

 

2.2. "Fitness payoff" rules are conditional on "who faces off" (Krebs and Davies 1993:153; see Table 7.1)  
1. if H faces H (H:H) => payoff of minus 25 pts (more cost than benefit to  H fighting H, due to likely injury)  
2. if D faces D (D: D)=> +15 pts payoff (toss a coin as to which one gets the "goodies") 
3. if D faces H (D:H) => 0 pts payoff (since D backs down when confronted with H, no benefit, also no injury)  
4. if H faces D (H:D)=> +50 pts payoff (jackpot! 100% probability of H winning and getting all the "goodies")  

TIP6:  Do you remember playing the child's game "rock, scissors, paper"?  It’s the same idea. "Scissors" lose against "rock".  
"Scissors" win against "paper".  The payoff to "scissors" is positive faced with paper and negative faced with rock. The 
analogy is different, because in the child's game the pay-off is "win/lose".  In the Game Theory model, the pay-off is in 
terms of "fitness units".  Remember how "fitness units" were described in terms of "currency" in Chapter 3?  Very similar 
concept, whether you read "payoff" or "currency", that basically means whatever results (i.e. due to better survival and/or 
reproduction)  in genotype "A"  making more copies of itself than genotype "a".    
TIP7: For help translating the shorthand above, this means that the computer model generates pairs in each contest.  So 
"D:H"  means one contest where the attacker is an D genotype and its opponent is an H genotype. The computer program 
randomly generates many of these contests, and keeps score of the payoffs over all the contests.  At the end of the game, a 
negative total payoff for D would predict a decrease in genotype D in the gene pool.  A positive total would predict an 
increase in the % of D genotype.  The actual value of payoff points is pretty arbitrary, used just to illustrate the trend. 
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2.3. Shifting proportion of genotypes (generation X=> Y)  
1. if equal (H = D) => no shift (stable mix of strategies)  
2. if (H > D) => decrease in proportion of H (more die off)  
3. if (H < D) => increase in proportion of H (more reproduce)  

TIP8: If the gene pool contains both H and D genotypes (H:D is  50:50), the D genotype will decline (killed by individuals with 

the H genotype) until there are mostly H genotypes (H:D is  90:10).  When the H's start killing each other off, then the H 

genotype will decline in proportion and by default the D genotype will become more frequent again in the gene pool (H:D is 

60:40).  This is what is meant by "shifting balance" theory, also referred to as a "dynamic equilibrium". It is one step more 

complicated than the simplistic "Optimality Theory" from Week 2.  (NOTE THAT THIS IS ABOUT % GENOTYPES, NOT 

POPULATION SIZE; MANY INDIVIDUALS MAY DIE OFF AND THE POPULATION DECLINE BUT THE % GENOTYPE STAY THE 

SAME IN THE GENE POOL) 
 

2.4. Model 2: 3 strategies (genotypes: H, D, B) (Krebs and Davies 1993:155 Table 7.2)  
1. B: mixed strategy "Bourgeois Strategy" in model  

a. switches randomly between two tactics (fight, display)  
b. half the benefits and half the costs compared to H or D  

2. Prediction: shifting proportion of genotypes   
a. if (H > B, D) => decrease in proportion of H  
b. if (D > B, H) => decrease in proportion of D  
c. if (B > D, H) => no shift (B is stable strategy = ESS)  

TIP9:  NOTICE that the term "STRATEGY" has a very distinctive meaning: the heritable aspect of the behavior.  Think of 

"STRATEGY" as referring to "genotypes" in contrast to "TACTICS" referring to "phenotypes".  This is analogous to the 

distinction in military jargon between the General's STRATEGY of fighting a war and the specific TACTICS of his Field Officers 

on the battle front.  This distinction is important to get really clear in your mind to understand the idea of genotypes for 

"conditional strategies".  A conditional strategy is a genotype that switches between two tactics (i.e. hummingbirds defend 

a territorial when lots of flowers are in bloom,, don't defend when the flowers are past peak).  For the "Bourgeois Strategy" 

(above), the computer modelers defined the switching rule as "random".  Some authors refer to this as a "mixed strategy", 

which I find really confusing.  Other authors refer to a "mixed strategy" as a model with two genetically fixed strategies in 

the gene pool (like the genetically polymorphic "Hawk/Dove" model in 2.1, above).  The point to remember is to read very 

carefully to comprehend how the authors define the jargon they use and to always explicitly define the jargon you use in 

your own writing. 

TIP10:  The ESS is a concept that confuses a lot of students.  "Stable" sounds good, so students erroneously think it implies 

every species "needs a stable strategy".  Actually, this is analogous to the predator/prey "arms race".  Remember, we said 

that the race "stops" when the environment is not changing and there is no selection pressure on the gene pool to change.  

The analogy is similar for ESS.  If the % of the genotype for Strategy" X" does not change over many generations, then by 

definition, strategy "X" is "stable in that gene pool, at least for those environmental conditions. However, we understand 

that if the environmental conditions change, then the balance may shift and another genotype may increase % in the gene 

pool.  In most of our vertebrates, we are looking at "conditional strategies".  Theoretically, conditional strategies are an 

adaptation to the conditions in the environment that change in predictable ways (see Part 3 below). 

 

2.5. Take-home message: Game Theory Models of evolution (genotypes within gene pool of one species)  
1. fitness payoff for individual depends on opponents strategy (opponent is part of environment) 
2. Game Theory Models are used to test hypotheses for species  with a variable social environment (notice how the 

Optimality Models were used to test hypotheses for species with a variable physical habitat environment) 
3. most stable strategy (ESS) depends on other strategies present  (similar to end of predator/prey "arms race") 
4. most stable strategy will change if payoffs change (similar to when "arms race" does not end) 

Part 2 Study Questions for Chat & Quiz 7  "Fighting and Assessment” 
2.1 Describe the decision Game Theory Models rules for the Hawk and Dove strategies defined in a Game Theory 

Model that predicts a shifting balance of display/fighting genotypes? (TIP: relate the H & D strategies to display 
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and fighting behaviors) 
2.2 In the Hawk-Dove model, describe the logic behind the relative fitness payoffs arbitrarily assigned for paired 

encounters between genotypes? (TIP: describe C:B for all possible combinations of H and D paired encounters) 
2.3 For the Hawk-Dove model, what is the evolutionarily stable proportion of genotypes? Why? (TIP: compare H=D, 

H>D,  H<D) 
2.4.1 Describe the decision rules for three strategies (1 mixed and 2 fixed) used in a game-theory model about the   

evolution of animal contests? (TIP:  B, H, D 
2.4.2 For a Game Theory Model that includes the Burgeois strategy, identify the stable strategy and explain why it is 

an ESS? (TIP: e.g. the B:H:D model) 

2.5 What are the similarities and differences between Game Theory Models and Optimality Models?  (TIP: this is a 
thought question, see Critique) 

 

3.  EXAMPLES OF ANIMAL CONTESTS (SORA) 
TIP11:  If you like examples more than theory, this part will be more relevant to you.  Basically Part 2 made a convincing 
point that most of our vertebrate species show conditional strategies.  That means our job is to figure out how they switch 
tactics dependent on specific conditions that we can measure in the environment. 

 

3.1. H1: Serious fights ("Hawk" is stable strategy) (Geist 1974; Silverman & Dunbar 1980 in Krebs & Davies 1993:157) 
1. risk of injury is high in species with large weapons  
2. e.g. ungulates with horns & antlers, narwhal tusk (see also Figwasps Krebs & Davies 1993: 252) 

 

3.2. H2: Ownership advantage (escalate if you are the owner) (Packer & Pusey 1982 in Krebs & Davies 1993:157) 
1. if opponents are evenly matched over a resource; first to arrive escalates (owner), late-comers back off 
2. e.g. male lions competing for copulation with a female (analogous to coyotes at a carcass) 

3.3. H3: Resource value (conditional strategy:  "escalate" in high-value conditions; otherwise switch to "de-escalate")  
1. stronger opponent is the one with higher-value resource  (Krebs 1982 in Krebs & Davies 1993:160) 
2. e.g. great tit that has invested in territory defense  

 

3.4. H4: Assessment of strength (conditional strategy: "escalate" when rival is smaller, "assess" when same)  
1. assessment phase of encounter => relative strength  
2. if strength is not equal=> weaker one retreats  
3. if opponents evenly matched=> both escalate fight  
4. e.g. red deer stags, toads, cichlid fish (Krebs & Davies 1993:160-164) 

 
3.5. Take-home message: hypotheses re. tactics used in animal contests dependent on conditions (SORA)  

1. alternatives: H1: Serious fights, H2: Ownership advantage, H3: Resource value, H4. Assessment  
2. e.g. narwhal (H1); lions (H2); great tit (H3); red-deer/toads/cichlids (H4) 

 

Part 3 Study Questions for Chat & Quiz 7  "Fighting and Assessment” 
3.1 For the Serious Fights Hypothesis, what species would you choose to illustrate the concept?  (TIP:  explain why) 

3.2 For the Ownership Advantage Hypothesis, what species would you choose to illustrate the concept?  (TIP:  
explain why) 

3.3 For the Resource Value Hypothesis, what species would you choose to illustrate the concept?  (TIP:  explain why) 

3.4 For the Assessment of Strength Hypothesis, what species would you choose to illustrate the concept?  (TIP:  
explain why) 

 

4.  SUMMARY  

4.1. Badge of status illustrates joint function in co-evolution of display and fighting 
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1. Hypotheses re. function of display:  H1. reduced injury ;  H2. Reduced time fighting 
2. Hypotheses re. function of fighting:  H1. Defend territory with predictable food, H2. Access to transient food 

3. Coevolution of "display genotype" + "fighter genotype"; selection for two traits in the same individual   
 

4.2  Game Theory Models of evolution (genotypes within gene pool of one species)  
1. fitness payoff for individual depends on opponents strategy (opponent is part of environment) 
2. Game Theory Models are used to test hypotheses for species  with a variable social environment (notice how the 

Optimality Models were used to test hypotheses for species with a variable physical habitat environment) 
3. most stable strategy (ESS) depends on other strategies present  (similar to end of predator/prey "arms race") 
4. most stable strategy will change if payoffs change (similar to when "arms race" does not end) 

 
4.3  Examples of animal contests; hypotheses re. tactics dependent on conditions (SORA)  

1. alternatives: H1: Serious fights, H2: Ownership advantage, H3: Resource value, H4. Assessment  
2. e.g. narwhal (H1); lions (H2); great tit (H3); red-deer/toads/cichlids (H4) 

TIP12:  Unfortunately, Chapter 7 starts off with a lot of theory and mathematical models.  It is easy for students to get 
turned off and overlook the really important ideas in this chapter.  In Part1, we emphasized that fighting and display are 
two separate traits that may vary a lot among individuals.  Applied to managing animal behavior, this is practical because 
you can start looking for how individuals vary in tactics like "boldness" vs. "shyness", "escalate" vs "de-escalate".  Ideally, 
we want to work with individuals that are behaviorally resilient, meaning that they "assess" a situation and respond in an 
appropriate and predictable manner.  From the scientific perspective, Part 2 on Game Theory is important because you will 
find this concept in many behavioral ecology studies.  From the practitioners' perspective, the evolutionary theory in Part2 
may not seem relevant to your work.  It is enough to know that some folks have laid the foundation for the theory that 
animals are indeed complex and intelligent (at least in a "video game" sort of way). From the educators' perspective, this 
chapter has been another way of learning about a paradigm in science that has had far-reaching influence on our society. 
So now that the theory is behind us, we can get on with Part 3, the really interesting examples of conditional tactics.  The 
foundation concepts that you will want to remember for the next Units 7-8 include:  fixed vs. conditional strategies and the 
co-evolution of genotypes within a species (in contrast to the coevolution of two species, which we covered in 
predator/prey last week).  The predator/prey arms race was introduced first in this textbook, because most students of 
ecology are familiar with those ideas.  The next learning step is to apply the logic of the same processes to coevolution of 
strategies within a species.  For example, this means that what we are used to categorizing as "male" and "female" are 
actually two genetic strategies that have coevolved within each species.  Learn more in Unit 8. 

 

Summary Study Questions for Chat & Quiz 7  "Fighting and Assessment” 
4.1 What is the function of coevolution of display and fighting strategies? 

4.2 What do Game Theory Models illustrate with regard to shifting balance of genotypes related to animal contests?  

4.3 What are 4 alternative hypotheses about the function of animal contests? (TIP: SORA) 

  

 


